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DESCRIPTION We offer cities to use the power of crowd-sourced parking
data to make in-city traffic and parking management easier
and cost efficient with minimal budget. Our unique patented
CrowdPark technology help the city to better use its existing
on-street parking resources. We can tell drivers 5 minutes
before a specific on-street parking space is being vacated and
guide them there, completely automatically. Our technology
is used by dozens of developers and millions of users to
provide 24/7 parking availability services with no battery
impact. With 1 billion parking events, Anagog’s technology
provides the city with real immediate value.
ORGANIZATION TYPE Company
ORGANIZATION SIZE No, I have already an entry pass
LINKEDIN https://il.linkedin.com/in/ofertziperman
AREAS OF ACTIVITIES SMART SOCIETY
1. Citizen services
2. social innovation
3. apps for society

TECHNOLOGY
1. big data
2. apps
3. geo information
4. data analysis
5. high technology

MOBILITY
1. Intelligent transport systems
2. parking

SUSTAINABLE CITY
1. city strategy

Offer

CROWD-SOURCED PARKING SYSTEM
We offer cities the most efficient and cost effective method to plan and manage their traffic and
on-street parking spaces. Anagog's new patented crowd-sourced technology was already
deployed in many apps used by millions of drivers worldwide. No more installations of
expensive sensors and equipment. Smart use of technology for your smart city.

KEYWORDS: PARKING TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SENSORS
COOPERATION OFFERED
1. Sales / Distribution
2. License agreement
3. Technical co-operation

Request

APP DEVELOPERS ARE WELCOME TO USE OUR MOBILITY STATUS SDK FOR
FREE
Join over 50 app developers and over 10 million users from around the world and uncover the
huge potential of the Anagog mobility status SDK for you and for your end users. Join us today
to disrupt the market with the world's largest crowd-sourced parking network!

KEYWORDS: PARKING APP DEVELOPERS CROWD SOURCED SMART MOBILITY
COOPERATION OFFERED
1. Outsourcing co-operation
2. Technical co-operation
3. Sales / Distribution

COOPERATION REQUESTED
1. Sales / Distribution

